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Exercise 1: Parts of speech

If you do this as a class exercise, ask learners to work 
with a partner and try to complete the grid before 
checking in the dictionary. If they are unfamiliar with 
dictionary use, you may need to show them where the 
word class information can be found – immediately 
after the phonemic transcription of the word (e.g. noun, 
adj, adv). In the case of verbs, check they understand 
[I] and [T] shown after the word class information – I 
for intransitive and T for transitive. Make sure they 
realize that homographs such as object have different 
dictionary entries for each word class.

Exercise 2: Irregular past tenses

Make sure learners know where this information can be 
found (immediately after the phonemic transcription).

Exercise 3: Compounds

The answers to these will not be found under the 
entries for the nouns themselves but in the associated 
compound words found immediately after each entry. 
For example, the entry for business gives definitions 
for different uses of the word as well as idioms 
containing the word business. Compounds beginning 
with business can be found after the entry for business, 
e.g. business card, business class, business plan and      
so on.

Exercise 4: Main meanings

Draw your learners’ attention to the use of pink boxes 
in MED2 for words with five meanings or more. These 
give very brief definitions for each meaning in the order 
of priority in which they are presented in the dictionary. 
For example, meaning one of the nine meanings of full 
is containing all that fits, while the much less common 
meaning eight is clothing: loose on body.
 

Exercise 5: Word building

When learners have finished this exercise, you could 
highlight some of the main patterns used in noun 
formation exemplified here, e.g. –ion, –ment, and ask 
them for more examples of each.
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1.  market ____________ a product that is bought by more people than any other of its type
2.  message ____________  a system in which a group of Internet users regularly write messages 
about a particular subject for other members of the group to read
3.  motor ____________ a large road vehicle designed for living in while travelling 
4.  news ____________ a short television or radio programme that broadcasts the main news items 
5.  night____________ the period of time that people work at night instead of working during the day
6.  pass ____________ the level you need to reach in order to succeed in an examination
7.  pay ____________  an increase in your salary
8.  power ____________ a large building that contains machines which produce power, especially 
electricity

 

    Parts of speech1           
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what parts of speech are these words? check in the dictionary and write verb, noun, adjective or 
adverb in the gaps after each word. note that all of them have more than one function.

1.  race   ____________ ____________ 
2. range  ____________ ____________ 
3. rank  ____________ ____________ ____________
4.  rate  ____________ ____________ 
5.  record ____________ ____________
6. red      ____________ ____________ 
7. refuse ____________ ____________
8.  report  ____________ ____________

    irregular past tenses and past participles2           

complete the table by writing in the irregular past tenses and past participles of these verbs. then 
check your answers in the dictionary.

           irregular past form past participle
1.  bear 
2. bite 
3. broadcast
4.  draw
5.  feed    
6. forbid
7.  hang
8.  hurt

    compounds3

Find the nouns that go with these other nouns to match the definitions.      

Example :  bus ____________  a building where buses start and finish their journeys   (bus station)    
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    Main meanings4

these words all have more than one meaning in english. Fill the gaps using the words in the list. then 
look in the dictionary* and check your answers.

* You will find short definitions of the main meanings of words with five or more meanings in the pink-shaded 
box beneath the word, e.g. full (nine meanings).

                

1.  exercise physical ____________  

2.  fade  become less ____________ 

3.  fail   be ____________ 

4.  fair   treating all ____________ 

5.  flood  when ____________ covers something

6.  force  physical ____________

7.  foundation base of ____________ 

8.  gather come ____________ 

    building         unsuccessful         water               clear

 equally          activity                 together          strength
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    word building: nouns5

complete the table by writing in the noun form of each of these verbs. then use the 
dictionary to check your answers.

verb noun
e.g. correct correction
1.  repeat 
2. rescue
3. resist
4.  respond
5.  reverse   
6. revive
7.  satisfy
8.  search
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1  Parts of speech

1.   noun; verb
2.   noun; verb
3.   noun; verb; adjective
4.   noun; verb
5.   noun; verb
6.   adjective; noun
7.   noun; verb
8.   noun; verb

2  irregular past tenses

1.   bore, borne
2.   bit, bitten
3.   broadcast, broadcast
4.   drew, drawn
5.   fed, fed
6.   forbade, forbidden
7.   hung, hung
8.   hurt, hurt

3   compounds

1.   leader
2.   board
3.   home
4.   bulletin
5.   shift
6.   mark
7.   rise
8.   station

4  Main meanings

1.   activity
2.   clear
3.   unsuccessful
4.   equally
5.   water
6.   strength
7.   building
8.   together

5  word building: nouns

1.   repetition
2.   rescue
3.   resistance
4.   response
5.   reversal
6.   revival
7.   satisfaction
8.   search
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